
 Response Form and 
BRE Guidelines



Paper weight – 70/80 gsm
Matt finish
The ideal size would be approximately 220mm by 110mm. The
maximum size should be A4
Simplex – any data capture requirements on one side of the form only
Barcode of about 1cm sq, avoiding close proximity to the edge of the
form. It should also contain the campaign code, media code, and
customer details/URN as a minimum
One QR code only on the response device, as a maximum

As charity experts, our aim is to support you through our
fast, accurate, and unparalleled range of inbound and
outbound charity fundraising solutions 

Did you know that the design of your response forms and BREs can have a
significant impact on their success? 

By following these simple guidelines, not only can we process your responses more
quickly, but we can also reduce the number of exceptions, increasing accuracy and
resulting in faster banking for you.

1. Response Forms
By reducing the Customer Effort to complete Response Forms, you are likely to
improve the Supporter Experience, which could in turn lead to a better bottom line

The ideal form would look like this:

 

Use DL or C6 envelopes
Campaign identifier clearly visible on the envelope. Could be a code,
image or text
Avoid horseshoe gum envelopes
Has the customer included everything needed? Consider including a
checklist on the back of the envelope, with two to three reminders such as:
have you included the donation, form, signed the cheque, etc
Avoid opt-ins and opt-outs on the envelope. This type of option requires
manual handling, which then incurs extra expense and time

Avoid free gifts such as pens, coasters, stickers, etc
Avoid glue gum dots or other sticky substances

2. Business Response Envelopes
Wherever possible we use sophisticated mail-handling equipment in order to
quickly sort and open responses. Exceptions generally have to be hand
processed and can take a lot more time 

Standardising your BREs will help us to process more quickly and likely
save you costs*. Here are our guidelines* on this:

*non-standard BREs and those falling outside our guidelines will incur extra charges where our processing times are
impacted or slowed down as a result

Other considerations:
Often small gifts are sent out to your donors as a gesture of goodwill, but they
are often returned by the donor, who might assume they are saving the charity
money.  Our guidelines are that you:
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